Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

Word
inalienable

adj. [that which cannot be taken away or transferred] inviolable;
non-transferable
Analogy: inalienable : surrendered :: implacable : propitiated

incapacitate

v. [to make unfit to perform a certain action] disable; hinder;
undermine

incarnation

n. [an act of assuming a human body] embodiment;
manifestation; personification; avatar

incendiary

1.
2.
3.
4.

n. [a person who wilfully destroys property by setting fire to
it] arsonist; pyromaniac
n. [a person who wilfully stirs up trouble or rebellion]
insurgent; instigator
adj. [stirring up trouble or rebellion] inflammatory;
provocative; subversive; seditious
adj. [capable of catching fire spontaneously] combustible;
flammable

Analogy: incendiary : ignite :: insurgent : rebel
incessant

adj. [continuing or being repeated without stopping or in a way
that seems endless] ceaseless; endless; continual; perpetual;
interminable; unremitting

interrupted

inchoate ®

adj. [just begun; being only partly in existence] incipient;
nascent; rudimentary; preliminary

explicit

Analogy: inchoate : realised :: immature : developed
incongruity ®

n. [the quality of disagreeing or being unsuitable] discrepancy;
inappropriateness; incompatibility

inconsequential ®

adj. [of no significance; unimportant] trivial; immaterial;
insignificant; petty

crucial; consequential

Analogy: inconsequential : trifle :: apocalyptic : prophecy
incontrovertible

adj. [that which cannot be questioned] indisputable;
irrefutable; unquestionable; authentic
Analogy:
incontrovertible : disputed :: matchless : equalled
incontrovertible : disputed :: untenable : defended

incorporate ®

v. [to combine or join with something already formed] embody;
include

incorporeal

1.
2.

adj. [without a material body] bodiless; spiritual; ethereal;
insubstantial; immaterial
adj. [of spirits or angels] angelic; celestial

1.

corporeal; mortal;
material

incredulity

n. [doubt about the truth of something] disbelief; scepticism

gullibility

incriminate

v. [to accuse of a crime] accuse; blame; charge; implicate

exonerate

Related Words:
indict: v. accuse formally of a crime on the basis of positive
legal evidence
arraign: v. call before a court of law to hear and answer charges
inculcate

v. [to teach and impress upon the mind by frequent repetitions or
admonitions] instill; implant; infuse

indefatigable

adj. [incapable of being tired out] inexhaustible; tireless;
unflagging; untiring; unwearying

exhausted

indelible

adj. [that which cannot be erased, removed or washed away]
permanent; lasting; enduring; ingrained; inerasable

erasable

Analogy: indelible : forget : astounding : expect

